
UK HOTEL MARKET TRACKER: Q4 2018

London enjoyed an incredibly positive end to 2018, with RevPAR growing by 10% in Q4 due to a 
number of successful events. In contrast, the regions continued the trend of plateauing growth, 
with hoteliers' attempts to bolster occupancy by not increasing rates failing to have any material 
change. Despite a surge in London, operators throughout the UK are keeping a close eye on rising 
costs, particularly in light of pipeline additions in excess of historical demand growth. The total 2018 
transaction value dropped by over £1 billion in comparison to the previous year. Buyers are being 
more cautious and sellers are also waiting for a solution to Brexit, as they don't want to undersell.

Strong quarter for London, but Brexit uncertainty continues
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London reported very positive RevPAR performance in Q4 2018. A three-week schedule of NFL fixtures at
Wembley helped spur demand, while the World Travel Market and ATP Tennis Finals gave November a 
demand boost. 2018 full-year RevPAR figures were also encouraging, rising by 3.1%. The capital’s full-year
figures highlight the significance of a strong Q4 performance, given that through September, YTD RevPAR
rose just 0.6%.

Full-year RevPAR performance in the regions was tempered by supply growth, as inventory grew by 1.8%,  just 
eclipsed by demand at 2.1%, pushing RevPAR up by 1.5%. Supply in London grew 2.0% and 1.8% in the regions
in 2018, with 4.0% more rooms expected to enter the London market in 2019 and 3.3% for the regions.
From a profitability perspective, operators remain concerned about issues such as staffing availability, payroll 
costs, and longer-term expectations of rising operating expenses, many of which are Brexit-related. 
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The effect of Brexit is clearly showing through in the slowing down of the UK hotel transaction market, which 
fell by £1 billion in 2018, an annual drop of 19%. Buyers are being more cautious and sellers are adopting 
a reserved attitude in case they are found to be selling too cheaply. Despite this, there is continued interest to 
acquire hotels in London whenever they come on to the market. Key transactions in Q4 include the sale of the 
312-room Midland, Manchester for £115.3 million (£370,000 per room) to Pandox and Fattal Hotels and 
Starwood Capital’s sale in October 2018 of six De Vere Hotels for £162 million (£94,000 per room) to PGIM Real
Estate. In the final quarter of 2018 we did not detect any material change in yield expectations.

If a Brexit solution can be found which is well received by the financial markets, then we could see some of the 
remaining PE funds’ holdings making a dash for the market. But, otherwise, a ‘wait and see’ outlook is more
likely to be on the cards during 2019.
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